
Seeing the Forest for the Trees: 
Understanding Consumer Psychology 
for Better Insights
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These stages were first introduced by John Dewey. The stages are:
1. Problem/Need recognition
2. Information search
3. Evaluation of alternatives
4. Purchase decision
5. Post-purchase behavior

Buying Process



Nielsen’s “Path to Purchase”



Traditional Way of Looking at Consumer Psych
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The reality is that it is occurring here…



… in here



Emergent Patterns 



Emergent Patterns 



 Humans are “predictively irrational”. By tapping into the emotions, 
thoughts, actions, and their interactions, we can develop a better 
understanding of our consumers and possibly ourselves. 

 The goal of this workshop is to look at the forest, i.e., the big picture of 
consumer behavior. We hope that by the end, you can:

− Refocus the way you frame the research problems you are working on.
− Improve the way you structure questions in qualitative and 

quantitative research.
− Take into account how the brain works to make decision to improve 

research design.

Introduction: Goals



Introduction: Brains … brains
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• Conscious
• System 2
• Declarative

Psychology Loves Duality

• Unconscious
• System 1
• Non-declarative



Feeling



Why Study Emotion?

 What is it about emotions that are worth studying? 
− Universally expressed
− Unconscious, System 1, Non-declarative
− Powerful

 How is emotion typically measured in market research?
− Neuromarketing
− Storytelling
− Reaction time
− The face



Faces: The Window into the Amygdala

 Paul Eckman and faces
 Seven “basic” emotions:

− Fear
− Anger
− Disgust
− Sadness
− Surprise
− Happy
− Contempt



Example: Automated Emotional Facial Analysis



 Behavioral science principles for tapping emotion in research:

- Branding/ logos

- CS’s & jingles

- Messaging

 Regulatory focus, color, and FEELING right

Leveraging Emotion



Thinking



1. Problem/Need recognition
2. Information search
3. Evaluation of alternatives
4. Purchase decision
5. Post-purchase behavior

Buying Process



 Why do we care what people think?

- They can tell us

- System 2

- Cheap

 Can we know what others are thinking?

- Empirical knowledge

- Rational, numbers driven data

- Surveys

Thinking About Thinking



Survey Data



Conjoint Implicit Association Test



Purchase Intent is the extent to which a consumer will categorically 
estimate a purchase decision during some time in the future.

Which is most true about product X?

___ I definitely would use product X

___ I probably would use product X

___ I might use product X

___ I probably would not use product X

___ I definitely would not use product X 

Forecasting the Future

Definitely 
Wouldn't 

Buy

Probably 
Wouldn't 

Buy
Might Buy

Probably 
Would Buy

Definitely 
Would Buy

Brand A
Brand B
Brand B



Segmentation is a strategy whereby consumers are categorized based 
on a variable of interest. 

- A Priori: Millennials, Hoosiers, Women, Loyalists, Snackers, etc.

- Post Hoc: K-means cluster, neural networks, etc.

Granfalloons



Behavioral science principles for tapping reason and logic in research:

- Numbers (sales, discounts)

- Options (choices)

- Messaging

Leveraging the Thought Process



TOO many emails and too many surveys can lead to DELETIST behavior!

A Montreal researcher at the Aimia Institute is warning of a hardening of attitudes 
among consumers toward irrelevant messages from retailers, leading to "deletist
consumer" behavior. In 2012, over a third of 2,011 U.K. respondents said they were 
deleting or only reading the title of text messages and e-mails from companies. By 
2014, a similar survey found that over half (57 percent) of the 2,001 respondents are 
now opting out of e-mail communications completely, blaming poorly-targeted offers. In 
addition, 69 percent say they are unfollowing brands on social channels or closing 
accounts. Only one in five of the respondents said they receive "very relevant" 
information from supermarkets, with banks, food and drink brands, and technology 
brands scoring even lower. 

BUT Beware…
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Doing



 Why study behavior?

- Actions drive numbers

- The Consumer Experience

 Observation / Ethnography 

 Wearables and new emerging technologies in the study of behavior

Actions Speak Louder than Words



 Three chicken sandwiches labeled as: 
new, cage free, healthy

 Men had a preference for ‘New’, 
women for ‘Healthy’ 

Example: The Influence of Food Labels



Unobtrusive Ethnographic: A New Frontier!

In home study: 7 days, 24-hour recordings

− Who is in contact with the refrigerator (father/mother/child)

− What compartment (freezer/fridge)

− What part (handle/door/shelf 1/shelf 2/drawer…)

− What is the posture of the person (tiptoe/squat/kneel/deep bend

− Type of interaction (Open/Close/Load products/Clean…)

− What product is loaded/taken from the refrigerator (milk/fruit…)

− What package is the product in (bottle/plastic bag/plastic box…)



Example: Disney Wearables 

MagicBands: 
1. Use to enter Disney theme parks
2. Unlock Disney Resort hotel room 
3. Use the FastPass+ entrance for attractions and entertainment 

experiences 
4. Charge purchases to room
5. Link photos to Disney account



Principles for the study of behavior:

- Let them act naturally! (avoid the observation bias)

- Incorporate into their existing framework (jewelry, smart phones, etc)

- Technological advancements can drive the research! 

Leveraging the Consumer Experience
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 What does all this mean? How do we combine methodology to develop 
an emergent view? How do we gain insights of these insights, getting 
back to the goals at hand?

 Some examples:
- What are we truly querying when we conduct a survey?
- Car ads (actions driving emotions then thoughts)
- Ice cream when sad (emotions driving actions)
- Free association / open ended queries w/text analytics and/or RT tasks
- Lifestyle brands

.

Emergent Patterns and Approaches Going Forward 



Thank you for your time!
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